
BASICS GUIDE TO:
FSX GOLF SIMULATOR



When using the dirivng range every shot 
will be tracked for comparing averages and 
club selection.  To chart different clubs for 
visual and numbers accuracy setup a club 
in the selector and change the color used 
for the ball flight tracker for each club so 
you can see the difference in real time.

IMPROVE:
When using the driving range for practice, click 
the yardage to the pin to select the distance to 
the green you are practicing to get a more pre-
cise target to practice.



Highlight boxes indicate the holes 
being played.  Click Front Nine or 
Back Nine to toggle off or on the 
correct nine holes for league play.

STEP 1 - Course Selection and Setup



All settings are left at 
default except for Green 
Speed, set this to SLOW.

STEP 2 - Course Conditions Setup



STEP 3 - Round Rules Setup

Sections Circled are the only settings 
needed top be changed, everything 
else is already default.

DO NOT TOUCH “PUTTING MODE” 

FULL LEAGUE RULES LIST:

Mulligans - None
Practice - Disabled
Pin Placement - Normal
Gimmes - (CUSTOM) Set to 12
Lie Penalty - Enabled
Stroke Limit - UnlimitedStroke Limit - Unlimited
Scoring - Strokeplay
Putting Mode - DO NOT TOUCH 
(Will override Gimmes Section)



Once league play begins, a 
handicap sheet will be updated 
weekly for players.  Enter your 
handicap for each player.
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STEP 4 - Player/Tee/Handicap Setup

Set to 3rd Tee from Right



Step 1: Click Options

Step 2:  Turn on GC2 unit devices being used 
and wait a few seconds for them to appear 
on the list. Select the devices when they 
appear and select connect.
Finally, select ‘APPLY’ then close the 
window and the system is ready to use!

DEVICE NOT REGISTERING HITS???
TURN OFF THE UNIT AND BACK ON THEN TURN OFF THE UNIT AND BACK ON THEN 
RECCNNECT THE UNIT TO THE SYSTEM.

SYSTEM SETUP: CONNECTING DEVICES



NOTE: Manually Changing
Clubs on screen in the upper left
will not impact the shot results,
shots are read as the ball passes
through the highspeed camera
and infrared sensors. (ie: a Wedge
hit with a Driver will producehit with a Driver will produce
the same results as a driver on
the screen hit with a driver)
This feature exists for analysis
of different clubs for charting
histories only and doesn’t impact
normal play and use of system.

Elevation from Ball to Hole
(Arrow up = uphill shot)
(Arrom down = downhill)

If partner is out of the hole
can skip to pick up.

Alternative Alignment Using Touchscreen
Double Click Blue Arrow and Hold

on the 2nd click to align.
(This will be less precise than using mouse!)

Current Stroke

Black/White Pole 
indicates new 
alignment target

Score to Par

PLAYERS GUIDE

Click on the minimap to align for 
your shot and to get yardages for 
layups.  Gren line indicates flag 
alignment, first white line wil give 
you yardage to your layup and 
second line break gives you yardage 
to flag from the layup spot.



When players are on the green and putting it 
is reccommended to toggle on the putting 
grid to check for break and elevation, then 
align to the hole before making a stroke.  If 
the putting grid is too distracting it can 
quickly be toggled off after alignment has 
taken place or left on while making the stroke.

Balls will appear within each grid box, the Balls will appear within each grid box, the 
faster the movement the stronger the slope, 
balls not moving indicate flat areas, but re-
member to check elevation in the upper right 
of screen for uphill and down hill lag putts!

PUTTING GRID FEATURE



LEAGUE SCORECARDS

At the end of your round of play the 
scorecard will pop up automatically 
upon completion of the final stroke of 
play.  For league print the scorecard 
out and collect it from the base of the 
cabinet and turn it in at the bar up-
stairs at the 19th hole.

Printing your scorecard results.
If playing more than the league 9 for the week 
please select the drop down arrow and click 
scorecard.  Print the scorecard for the league 
nine before continuing your round after nine.



Exit Program
to Desktop



SAVE GAME

If you have run out of time in the room and you would 
like to return to your incomplete session at a later time, 
when you exit it will ask you if you wish to save your 
game.  Click Save and give your sesion a name, when 
you return rather than starting a new game upon start 
click the option to resume a saved game and it will 
return you to the exact moment that your left off at.



FINAL STEP:  SHUT DOWN COMPUTER AND 
TURN ALL GC2 UNITS OFF, OVERHEAD 
SHUTS DOWN ON ITS OWN.

Power > Shutdown
& Turn off both GC2 Units and 
light when leaving the room.
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